The Mind, The Soul, The Universe... What Can We Know?

Expanding Reality, Expanding Consciousness.

www.metahistory.org
www.my-big-toe.com
www.monroeinstitute.org
www.ayahuasca-info.com
theobservereffect.wordpress.com
www.drgaryschwartz.com
www.nderf.org
www.dixieyeterian.com
www.lyricus.org
www.wingmakers.com

Websites Used

„It’s Just A Ride!“ Remember!
We will also attempt touch on Consciousness in "Cosmic Consciousness" (Sounds Corny, I know).

We will also attempt touch on Consciousness in:

- Occultism
- Celebrities who talked about Consciousness
- Wilbert Smith and Les Harwood
- Rik Clay who talked about 2012 and the "hijacking" of Consciousness
- How each of us "doing our own research" plays a role in expanding our awareness and Consciousness.
- "Lyrics Website (Block Diagram and teachings)
- John Lennon who seemed to understand that Consciousness was important in understanding our true selves. For example, he wrote "Tomorrow Never Knows".
- "Lay down all thought, surrender to the void.
- "Turn off your mind, relax, and feel down stream"
- "Is it not dying, is it not shining, it is shining"
- "Is it not dying, is it not shining"
- "Lay down all thought, surrender to the void"
- "John Lennon seemed to understand that Consciousness was important in understanding our true selves.

"John Lennon"
Some argue that Gnosticism was an offshoot of early Christianity, but John Lamb Lash argues it predated it. Much information about it seems to have been destroyed and those who practiced it exterminated. My interpretation of it is that it represents an “inner knowing” and understanding that we are indeed not just “physical beings”.

In an essay, Lash suggests 3 definitions of Gnosticism:

The psychological definition is:
Gnosis is intuitive knowing of the heart that liberates us from social conditioning and ego-identification.

The inspirational definition is:
Gnosis is the deep ecology of the human spirit.

The evolutionary definition is:
Gnosis is a way of encountering the Sacred as it is known to the powers that inhabit the natural world, i.e., the animating powers of the earth and the cosmos.

In other words, Gnosis is to the religious experience of humanity what deep ecology is to our rapport with nature. This is close to the evolutionary definition:
Gnosis is the deep ecology of the human spirit.

In Lash’s work, he refers to the Archons—a group who came to the earth and began to “mess with” and “mess up” the human experience. (Lash refers to the Annunaki too—but the story is quite complicated).

In research that Rik Clay posted in 2008—in a very brief period, Rik Clay connected in a comprehensive way—occultist practices manipulating events through history—leaving symbols as markers. The presentation “Transition of Ages” was deleted from Google Video—as was his blog where all his research was posted. Fortunately, people have reposted both his video and his research—following his death at the age of 26. His research connected occultism, symbolism and a possible “messianic event” to “con” the public in relation to the 2012 Olympics. He contented that there is a plan by some group to hijack consciousness for their own ends. I agree! (This is what 9/11 and similar events have all been part of.)

Only a few days after this presentation, he was reported to have died of something related to “adrenal problems” or “committed suicide.” He was apparently buried on September 11th 2008.

Like myself, his study of Alternative Knowledge such as Crop Circles, 911, ET’s, Lost Civilisations etc lead to a fundamental change of consciousness—an awakening. You reach a KNOWING that there is indeed a “larger reality” around you—a reality that may seem to be a stage in a greater play. The changes may be more internalised than externalised. These no longer seem to be beyond our understanding and are no longer perceived as being beyond our own experience.

Sometimes the changes are more internalised than externalised.

The psychological definition is:
Gnosis is intuitive knowing of the heart that liberates us from social conditioning and ego-identification.

The inspirational definition is:
Gnosis is the deep ecology of the human spirit.

The evolutionary definition is:
Gnosis is a way of encountering the Sacred as it is known to the powers that inhabit the natural world, i.e., the animating powers of the earth and the cosmos.

Creating Our Reality

Rik Clay – The Cosmic Mind, 2012
Tom Campbell and Consciousness

Campbell, a Physicist tries to focus on a "scientific" exploration into consciousness. He has written a book called "My Big TOE" (My Big Theory of Everything). Campbell was involved at the time the Monroe Institute was set up, defines "Reality as Information". He became interested when he did experiments with OOFEs which proved to him these were real.

He describes the "Evolution of consciousness" – and looks at it in terms of entropy - lower entropy is love – this is where you build something, and increase order – as they are experiences, not dreams.
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Remote Viewing – “Psychic Spies”

This is a technique which was first talked about publicly in the 1980’s, even having an audio recording of a BBC “Horizon” programme about this.

It basically involves relaxing and trying to go through a set of “protocols” to discover information about a specific remote “target”. Early research involved Ingo Swann, Russell Targ, Pat Price, Joe McMonagle and others. Dubbed “Project Stargate”, some declassified CIA documents now seem to show that Ingo Swann made some extraordinary statements – including about ET’s being active on the moon.

These folks did not, to my knowledge, use any drugs or other substances to change their consciousness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INKO SWANN</th>
<th>PAT PRICE</th>
<th>JOE McMONAGLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

This is a technique which was first talked about publicly in the 1980’s, even having an audio recording of a BBC “Horizon” programme about this.

It basically involves relaxing and trying to go through a set of “protocols” to discover information about a specific remote “target”. Early research involved Ingo Swann, Russell Targ, Pat Price, Joe McMonagle and others. Dubbed “Project Stargate”, some declassified CIA documents now seem to show that Ingo Swann made some extraordinary statements – including about ET’s being active on the moon.

These folks did not, to my knowledge, use any drugs or other substances to change their consciousness.

Peake has talked about we make DMT (dimethyltryptamine - a chemical compound which the human body produces which has been called “The Spirit Molecule” as it appears to reliably induce a specific altered state of consciousness)

Peake has talked about we make DMT. Here Peake makes some interesting observations in relation to the Pineal gland and suggests one way in which consciousness may be being altered – through the formation of wormholes in the microtubules of the brain. The Pineal gland is a small endocrine gland in the vertebrate brain. It produces melatonin, a hormone that affects the modulation of wake/sleep patterns and circadian rhythms. It is located in the roof of the eye, and is shaped like a pine cone.

Peake has talked about DMT and suggests one way in which consciousness may be being affected – through the formation of “wormholes in the microtubules of the brain”.

During the 50 years since Smith talked about “Mental Phenomena” in relation to the “Flying Saucer” research he did…

By 1958, he had also come to the conclusion that other races “the boys topside” were attempting to communicate with us and that we should explore this phenomenon. He was further informed that the United States authorities were investigating along quite a number of lines which might possibly be related to the saucers and that if Canada was doing anything at all in geo-magnetics they would welcome a discussion with suitably accredited “Canadians”.

In about 2005, I was contacted by a chap call Les Harwood…

Anthony Peake – Pineal Gland

Wilbert Smith and Les Harwood
Francis Crick, the Nobel Prize-winning father of modern genetics, was under the influence of LSD when he first deduced the double-helix structure of DNA nearly 50 years ago. The abrasive and unorthodox Crick and his brilliant American co-researcher James Watson famously celebrated their eureka moment in March 1953 by running from the now legendary Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge, England to the nearby Eagle pub, where they announced over pints of bitter that they had discovered the secret of life. Crick, …told a fellow scientist that he often used small doses of LSD, then an experimental drug used in psychotherapy to boost his powers of thought. He said it was LSD, not the Eagle’s warm beer, that helped him to unravel the structure of DNA, the discovery that won him the Nobel Prize.

Despite his Establishment image, Crick was a devotee of novelist Aldous Huxley, whose accounts of his experiments with LSD and another hallucinogen, mescaline, in the short stories The Doors Of Perception and Heaven And Hell became cult texts for the hippies of the Sixties and Seventies. In the late Sixties, Crick was a founder member of Soma, a legalise-cannabis group named after the drug in Huxley’s novel Brave New World. He even put his name to a famous letter to the Times in 1967 calling for a reform in the drugs laws.
Graham Hancock — he started off by writing a book about the Lost Ark of the Covenant and he later became interested in the field of consciousness. He has since written a book called “Supernatural” and has taken Ayahuasca about 25 times.

In his late teens or early 20’s he also had a near death experience.

Stages of the Near Experience

The first stage is “hearing the news”. This occurs when an accident victim or patient in a hospital hears someone say “I think we have lost him” or “He is dead” or words to that effect. The statement describing the person’s death is usually the last sensory event a person experiences before the onset of the NDE.

The second stage is “the noise”. This is an unusual auditory sensation experienced by the individual as he or she leaves the physical body and the person in the hospital.

The third stage is “the dark tunnel”. It is a sensation of being pulled or drawn through a dark tunnel at great speed. The tunnel is sometimes perceived as a corridor, a black valley, a sewer, or a cylinder. The person moves toward a light at the far end of the tunnel.

The fourth stage is “being out of the body”. This is a complex stage with many elements.

The fifth stage is “meeting others”. This usually occurs either in the tunnel or shortly after the end of the tunnel is reached. The others that are met are usually dead relatives or dead friends. The people are usually supportive and happy, and the person in the tunnel is often welcomed by these individuals.

Ayahuasca and

Graham Hancock

http://www.ayahuasca-info.com/botany/
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http://www.spiritualtravel.org/OBE/neardeath.html
The most famous gedanken (thought) experiment was published by Erwin Schrödinger in the mid-1930s. To explain wave function collapse in relation to large objects, he imagined putting a live cat into a steel chamber, along with a very small amount of a radioactive material tied to a Geiger counter, and a mechanism to release poison if an atom of the radioactive material decayed during the test period. If even a single atom of the radioactive material decayed during the test period, a relay mechanism would trip a hammer, which would, in turn, break the seal of the chamber and kill the cat.

According to quantum theory, since we cannot know whether or not an atom of the radioactive material has decayed, and consequently, cannot know whether the seal has been broken, the cat is both alive and dead for as long as the chamber is sealed, in a superposition of states. It is only when we open the chamber and observe the condition of the cat (thermally collapsing the wave function) that the superposition is lost and the cat is either alive or dead. This paradox demonstrates that observation itself affects an outcome, as an outcome does not exist until it is observed.

Idiot Savants seem to “appear” in cases where there is some type of brain injury or abnormality in childhood. Why is it that people who don’t have brain damage somehow managing to reproduce or process information with incredible accuracy and speed? Are they tapping into some “consciousness field” to do this? Why is it that people who don’t have brain injuries cannot do the things they do?